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dear members kindly check my essay and help me improve my writing. Good Governance OUTLINE: Introduction Good
Governance.

The writer is a public policy researcher and practitioner. Not only government officials but also common
citizens are aware of their duties and play their role sincerely. Moreover, tax system in Pakistan is also
inefficient and unsatisfactory. The absence of impartial and independent accountability has resulted in the
growth of this monster. They used primary data source and inferred that people in the weakest state and
extremely deplorable condition tend to become most abandoned and helpless in the presence of poor
governance, because they are extremely powerless in controlling decisions that influence their lives. The
answer was obviously "no". In Pakistan, economic governance is the victim of political instability. No state is
free of all crises but it is the quality of governance that ensures its survival through any crisis. Tax evasion is
common. These, along with improved governance and better quality infrastructure would encourage private
sector to play a leading role in promoting investment and growth. The Policy on Good Governance and the
Rule of Law tells on how the Aquino Administration addressed the needs and rights of every Filipino citizens
including the importance of having an open, efficient, transparent, and accountable government that will paved
the way to a better-administered and corruption-free country Good governance is pointed out as one of the
largest goals in the Millennium development goals but in Pakistan nothing is realized on the ground except
paper work. The majority of the ministers who have been given the education and science and technology
portfolios have not only been unconnected with either the field of education or of science and technology but
have largely been uneducated men, the word uneducated' being here used in the profound sense of the word
Senior bureaucrats enjoy perks and benefits far beyond their entitlements but junior and new entrants are left
at the mercy of rudimentary public transport, expensive and pathetic rental housing and distortionary posting
processes. Now, it is very easy to raise public opinion for good governance through the use of electronic
media. Performance, budgeting, and reporting of attached departments and autonomous bodies need serious
attention. It is the core of all other problems. Every crisis has negative effect on its polity and society. In
Pakistan, Poverty Reduction Strategy was launched by the government in in response to the rising trend in
poverty during s. Another distinctive feature of such nations is that they try to understand the emerging
long-term trends to identify new challenges, and plan for the future so as to take maximum advantage of the
opportunities and avoid the pitfalls that may lie ahead. It is a matter of serious concern that for more than three
decades, the country has remained entangled in the oppressive clutches of dictatorship. A series of disasters
currently beset the young nation and threaten its stability as a nation. What is needed is the proper
implementation of policies. Agricultural and industrial sectors must be revolutionized to attract investment and
boost the economy. Media is recognized as the fourth pillar of the state. Pakistan unfortunately plunged into
the curse of bad governance in the early years of its life. It delivers the fruits of progress and development to
all and sundry. After East Asian financial crisis developing countries realize the importance of corporate
governance in development of economy. Here are some suggestion to make the dream of good governance
come true. The meetings and rallies are also very important means to bring the trend of good governance on
the right track. Good government means, a government that is responsible to the representative of people.
Corruption is unheard of in a country where good governance prevails. It consequently delays the delivery.


